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												India’s 1st Manless Takeaway - by BVK

												

												Come and visit us today

												

												
												Get Details
												

										

									

									
										
											

											

											
												The Biryani Cordially Invites You

												

												It's not about fulfilling your hunger, it's about creating an Experience!

												

												
												Android App
												iPhone App
												Website
											

										

									

									
									
										
											

											

											
												Launching 60 MIN Delivery Across Chennai

												

												No more Pre-Order! Place your order & get it delivered in 60 minutes - Anywhere in Chennai!

												

												
												Android App
												iPhone App
												Website
											

										

									

									
										
											

											

											
												Order from our Exclusive Mobile App

												

												Available on Android and iOS

												

												
												Android App
												iPhone App
												Website
											

										

									

									
										
											

											

											
												Launching  Biryani In Handi

												

												Free Delivery Anywhere in Chennai

												

												
												Android App
												iPhone App
												Website
											

										

									

								

							

						

						

						

						

					

					

					

					

					

					

				

				
					
						
							
								

							

						

					
					
						
							
								
									
										Welcome To Bai Veetu Kalyanam

										Traditionally Cooked With Love

										

									

									
										
											BVK Biryani provides the best authentic biryani taste. We use daily cut meats, daily produce vegetables, classic Basmati rice & cooked in traditional coal and firewood to bring the taste of biryani the way it was meant to be made. Our highest quality standards for the ingredients we use along with UV treated water and consistent blend of masalas will ensure the perfect taste is maintained in every meal.
										

										Explore Our Menu
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										Why BVK Stands Premium?

										

									

									
										
											
												

													
														
															No Storaged Meats

															The meat that you get in the BVK Biryani is slaughtered on the same day morning. We neither use Frozen nor Chilled meat.

														

													


													
														
															No Instant Mixes or MSG

															We use only freshly grounded spices and strictly no usage of MSG & Vanaspati - which makes the food consumable to all ages.

														

													


													
														
															Traditional Firewood Cooking

															The entire cooking process is carried out under Traditional Firewood and Charcoal to get the authentic flavor of BVK - Bai Veetu Kalyanam™.

														

													


													
														
															High Standards Of Service

															We just do not focus on the food, we ensure the overall event from order to delivery ends up in a memorable experience.

														

													


												

											

										

										

										

									

									

									

									

								

							

							
								

							

						

					
					
						
							
								Flavors of BVK Biryani

								

							

							
								
									
										
											
												
													

													

													
														BVK Aatu Erachi Biryani (Mutton)
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														Exclusive BVK's Mutton Biryani with tender and melting pieces of authentic organic mutton made with the signature long grain Basmati rice in a traditional Bai Veetu Kalyanam™ style. Covered with Banana leaf in a re-usable container, this exclusive BVK dish is served with Curd Raita + Brinjal Chutney + Bread Halwa + Exclusive BVK's Sweet Beeda.

													

												

											

										

									

									
										
											
												
													

													

													
														BVK Mutta Vecha Biryani (Egg)
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														Exclusive BVK's Egg Biryani for those who want to go light and yet experience the taste of traditional Bai Veetu Kalyanam™ style. Covered with Banana leaf in a re-usable container, this exclusive BVK dish is served from either Chicken or Mutton Rice Kushka with Curd Raita + Brinjal Chutney + Bread Halwa + Exclusive BVK's Sweet Beeda.

													

												

											

										

									

									
										
											
												
													

													

													
														BVK Kozhi Biryani 
 (Chicken)
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														Exclusive BVK's Chicken Biryani with succulent and soft pieces of chicken made with the signature long grain Basmati rice in a traditional Bai Veetu Kalyanam™ style. Covered with Banana leaf in a re-usable container, this exclusive BVK dish is served with Curd Raita + Brinjal Chutney + Bread Halwa + Exclusive BVK's Sweet Beeda.
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								Our Limited Authentic Menu

								

							

							
								
									
										
											

										

									

									
										
											
												

											

										

									

									

									View Full Menu 
								

							

						

					
					
						

						
							
								What said about us

								Customer Reviews

								

							

						

						

						
							

							

							
								
									

										
											
												
													Narayana Krishna

													 

													"I have heard a lot about this hotel and biryani. Many people have lavished praises for this biryani. Me being vegetarian I was quite hesitant..."

													01.
												

											

										


										
											
												
													Balaji k

													 

													"Me & my sister was planning for a small gathering menu of 8-9 people after a long covid 19 breakdown. What’s best than a biriyani for a good..."

													02.
												

											

										


										
											
												
													Mr Reviewer

													 

													"We ordered one mutton Briyani and one chicken Briyani. The delivery was on time and service was excellent. The first thing that impressed me..."

													03.
												

											

										


										
											
												
													Shivasankari Bhuvaneswaran

													 

													"Heard a lot about this place from food bloggers and friends. However since they deliver only till Velachery, I never had the chance to try..."

													04.
												

											

										


										
											
												
													Senthil Kumar

													 

													"Ordered mutton Biryani ,it was very good taste.on time delivery. My son enjoyed as we celebrated his birthday with Biryani instead cake :-)"

													06.
												

											

										


										
											
												
													R Satish Kumar

													 

													"Amazing taste, nice packaging. The meal was very tasty and we'll cooked. My whole family enjoyed and we are looking forward to order again."

													07.
												

											

										


										
											
												
													Monish shankar

													 

													"Good package. I ordered on Wednesday. Delivery was fast with very minimal call. Very polite and respectful delivery person. Taste was good. Worth..."
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													Manoj Janakiraman

													 

													"The food was delivered on time. I have had their briyani before and the taste is consistent. The food quality and quantity kinda justifies the..."
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													Janaki Raghavan

													 

													"Awesome  team work even in heavy rain fall Briyani  was delivered  on time taste unbeatable guys good work BVK Briyani made our day with lots of..."
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								The most trending Biryani in Chennai
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                    About us

                    
                        BVK Biryani provides the best authentic biryani taste. We use daily cut meats, daily produce vegetables, classic Basmati rice & cooked in traditional coal and firewood to bring the taste of biryani the way it was meant to be made.

                        Read more                                                    	
                    

                

            

            
                
                    Contact info  

                    
                        
                            	Help Line :+489756412322
	Whatsapp :
	Email :info@thebvkbiryani.com
	Find us : 
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            Don't forget to book a table
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							By clicking OK your cart will be cleared and you can add the available products.
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